POWER OF ATTORNEY

The undersigned

Do(es) hereby grant(s) full and unlimited powers to

with address at

Federative Republic of Brazil, to represent the grantor(s), jointly or individually, independent of any special order, before the competent federal, state and municipal governmental organs and authorities of Brazil, for the purpose of obtaining and maintaining the protection of industrial property rights and to act in the active and passive defense of the interests of the grantor(s), entitling them for these purposes to apply for patents of invention, utility models, make declarations, and further oppose, protest, appeal, answer, request reconsiderations, make representations with respect to oppositions and appeals, request copies and inspection of documents, comply with official actions, present written or oral defenses, withdraw, answer, transact, effect payments of taxes and fees, receive, file and withdraw documents, provide proof of working, fulfil all types of formalities, request recordal and endorsement of assignments, transfers, changes of name or headquarters or address, license agreements for patents, request cancellations, compulsory licenses, declarations of forfeiture, represent the grantor(s) before the Courts with powers ad judicia, including special powers to receive judicial summons, but only in proceedings referring to industrial property cases prosecuted by the grantee(s) based on the present power of attorney, and to do all whatsoever shall be necessary in the interest of the same, including the rights to substitute these powers, wholly or partially; all acts previously done by the grantee(s) on behalf of the grantor(s) being hereby expressly confirmed.

Date: .........................................................

Signature: ..................................................